Index

absenteeism, reduced 292
acceptance (with difficult members) 59
accommodation in conflict management 215
Acme-Bolt Trucking simulation 207
action(s)
  developing plans of 191, 250, 251
  enabling 252
  in meetings 303
action research xvii, 19, 105
active listening 126–7
activists (follower category) 248
additive interdependence 58
adjourning (in stages of group development) 50
affective reactions see attraction
African Americans/blacks, Conversity technique 88, 89
agenda for meetings 302, 303
altruism, encouraging 212–13
ambiguity, role 61
analogical reasoning 145
angry feelings, coping with 118
anonymity 25
antecedent conditions 165–6, 187
anxiety in communication 121–2
appearance (personal) 116
applied research 19–37
  methods 22, 25
  steps 21–4
appraisal support 98
appreciative inquiry 100–2
apprehension, communication 121–2
arbitration 219–21
Arthur et al.'s five individual/team workflow patterns 57–8
artifacts, cultural 73, 82
ASA model 53–4
Asch paradigm and study of social influence 232–3
aspirations, individual 207
  and another person's 210
assessment 6, 18–42
  cohesion 178–9
  collaboration 195–6
  communication 112–13, 131–3
  culture and diversity (awareness) 70–1, 72, 81, 82, 88–9
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environmental 93, 94, 104, 178
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  Barrow K of Baybridge Consulting 195–6
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Cania F of CANIAHR 223
Cepero FR and Greater Rochester YMCA 66
Comparetta C of Innovation Pathways 153
Jolton JA at Kenexa 37
Mastrangelo PM of CLC-Genesee 296–7
Piotrowski S of strategic practices
McArdle Ramerman & Co 104
Silver’s workplace covenant 131–2
Sweet SF and Atteuq Potential Unlimited 88–9
Whipple RT of Leadergrow 253–4
Williams E of Frontier Renewal 276
Zyra T of Klein Steel 173
for high performance 286–7, 293, 296–7
initial 20
innovation 138
leadership 231–2, 253–5
meetings (in the past) 301–2
problem 139, 173
problem-solving and decision-making 158–9, 173
triangulating in 40
virtual teams 261–2, 276
assumptions 74, 82
shared 74, 75, 82
ASTD’s Conversity approach 85–9
asynchronous environment, virtual teams 265, 266
attendance 302
reducing absenteeism 292
who should attend 100
attention, faking 123
Atteuq Potential Unlimited 87–9
attraction (and affective reactions) 179, 292
shared leadership and 245
to similar persons 80, 184–5
attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) model 53–4
authority
in decision-making 97
Milgram’s study of obedience to 233
see also influence; power
avoidance in conflict management 215
Barrow K of Baybridge Consulting 185–7
Baybridge Consulting’s Karen Barrow 185–7
bases of power 233–4
behavior, evaluating transfer of 21
Benne & Sheats’s (1948) group roles 59–62
biases (cognitive) 79–80
in information processing 166
ingroup 79, 180
training about 272
in virtual teams 272
Big Five personality taxonomy 52–3, 185
Black Belt projects 153
black hat thinking 194
black people/African Americans, Conversity technique 88, 89
blogs 265
blue hat thinking 193, 194
Borgatti’s summary of when to use different communication networks 120
boundaries 11
brainstorming 141–3
directed/facilitated 147–50, 152–4
electronic 267
brainwriting 145, 146–7, 148
buy-in, organizational 7
bystanders (follower category) 248
candor in leadership 251–5
Cania F of CANIAHR 222–4
CANIAHR and Frank Cania 222–4
Cannon-Bowers & Salas classifying of how organizations should identify new team members 54
categorical data in descriptive analyses 36
centralized communication network 119, 120
Cepepo, FR, and YMCA of Greater Rochester 65–7
Challenger space shuttle 3–4
change
characteristic 100–6
working collectively to effect 7
charismatic leadership 231–2, 239–40
chat rooms 265
choices (choice alternatives) 55
other possible, failure to survey 166
preferred, ignoring risks of 166
chronemics 116
circle (communication network) 119
citizenship, organizational 291–2
CLC-Geneseo’s Paul M Mastrangelo 295–8
clothing 116
coaching for team leaders 249–51
see also training
coercive power 234
cognitive biases see biases
cohesion 165, 176–98
  assessing 178–9
  brief background 179–83
  collaboration improving 187
  common barriers and warnings 183–7
  definitions 177
  interventions to improve 190–4
  in virtual teams, training about lack of 272
  collaboration 187–98
  in conflict management 216
  interventions to improve 190–4, 196–7
  in problem-solving 55
  software helping with (=groupware) 272
see also cooperation
collective communication competence
  128, 129
collective working to effect change 7
collectivism vs individualism 75
color (skin), diversity 76–7
combining
  ideas in brainstorming 141
  interventions 294
commitments
  irrevocable 210
  to organization, increased 292
communication 55, 111–36
  continuous, in virtual teams 272
  different mediums 265
  in group genius 151
  interventions improving 124–5, 126–30,
    132–3, 213–14
  in organizations 292
  networks 118–20
nonverbal see nonverbal communication
  problems 117–24
  conflict due to 208–9
  in virtual teams 264
relative, provision 97
small group see small groups
verbal see conversation; verbal communication
Comparetta C of Innovation
  Pathways 152–4
compensation systems 95–6
competencies
  leadership and 235
  of team, in conflict resolution 214
  of team members
  categories 54
    in collective communication 128, 129
  competition in conflict management 215
  compromise in conflict management 216,
    216–17
computed-mediated (electronic) activities
  brainstorming 142–3, 146
virtual teams see virtual teams/groups
see also online
concurrence-seeking motives 165–6
confession and the prisoner’s
dilemma 205–6
confidentiality 24–5
confirmation biases 79
conflict 199–228
  intergroup 201–2, 212
  intragroup 99, 199–228
  causes 204–10
  constructive 200–1
  defining 202
  destructive see destructive conflict
  interventions (incl. management/
    resolution/reduction) 55, 191,
    211–21, 223–4
  role conflict 61
mediation see mediation
  nature of 203–4
  styles 214–7
virtual teams 270, 273
conform, pressure to 166
confrontation (with difficult members) 59
Conger & Kanungo charismatic
  leadership 231–2, 239–40
congruence, goal 57
connotative messages 115
consensus
  consensus groups 170
  false 166
    in nominal group technique 167, 168
constrained communication network 119
constructive vs destructive conflict 200–1
consultative approaches/relationship 13  
contentious tactics 210  
contextual features in virtual teams 261  
context–contingent competencies 54  
contingency  
  lack of planning 166  
in leadership theory 235, 237  
contributions, recognizing and rewarding 186  
conversation, open and honest, in virtual team training 272  
Conversity 85–9  
cooperation 199–208  
  building/improving 211–21  
  see also collaboration  
Cooperrider’s “4-D” model 101–2  
coordination (task) 11, 55  
  see also executive coordinator  
correlations  
  illusory 79  
  within-group, of cohesion 182  
counter-normative behavior in virtual teams 270  
Cox’s intragroup conflict scale 202, 203  
creativity (and improving it) 8, 9, 137–54  
  group/team 143–5  
  brief background 140–3  
  individual 143–4  
  brief background 138–41  
  interventions 145–52  
crisis situations 165  
criticism  
  in brainstorming, withholding 141  
of speaker 122  
culture 70–91  
  brief background 72–4  
  change 100–6  
  deciphering 81–2  
data (and information)  
  analysis  
    from focus groups 31–2  
    from individual interviews 29–30  
    from observations 26–8  
    from surveys 35–6  
  collection/gathering/recording  
    from observations 26, 27–8  
    participants feeling at ease 24  
in problem-solving and decision-making 161  
  from sample vs whole population 23, 33  
  qualitative vs quantitative 25  
de Bono’s six thinking hats 193–4, 196–7  
decentralized communication network 119, 120  
decision-making 157–75  
  assessing 158–9, 173  
  authority in 97  
  leader in 238  
  power in 234  
  small group 159–62  
decision rules 168  
deindividuation 270  
delegation by leader 238  
Delphi technique 168  
denotative messages 114, 115  
DeRosa & Lepsinger stepwise approach to setting up virtual teams for success 274  
descriptive problem-solving 159–60  
descriptive statistics, surveys 36  
design (Cooperrider’s “4-D” model) 102  
design mentality, team 218–19  
destiny  
  in Cooperrider’s “4-D” model 102  
  failure as 186  
destructive conflict 200–1  
  minimizing negative impact 211  
development (team/group/organizational) 12–13, 49–50, 99  
  stages 49–50, 99  
devil’s advocacy 170  
dialectical inquiry 169–70  
diehards (follower category) 248  
directed brainstorming 147–50, 152–4  
direction  
  in communication, one way (unidirectional) 114  
  providing teams with 97  
  discounting warnings 165  
discuss (Cooperrider’s “4-D” model) 102  
discussion board 265  
discussion period, group (in brainstorming) 148  
distraction, tolerating 123
diversity 70–91
  brief background on 75–7
  cohesion and 184–5
  creativity improvement and 145
  different meaning to different people 77
  impact of 77–81
  dream (Cooperrider’s “4-D” model) 102
dyadic communication/relationship 51, 117–18

Eckes’ Six Sigma Team Dynamics 289, 290
effectiveness
  of team members, assessing 46–9
  of team work, leadership and 230
  of virtual teams 266, 269
egos, blending, in group genius 151
electronic activities see computed-mediated activities; online
 email 265
emotion(s)
  conflict relating to 201, 203
  words laden with 123
emotional support (from leadership) 98
empathy 118
employee engagement, improved 8
empowerment 97, 249
enabling action 252
enacted values 73–4
encounter groups see T-groups
enemies, stereotype 166
entiativity 5, 67–8
environment (preparing/setting)
  assessment 93, 94, 104, 178
  focus group 32
  preparation 302–4
  for teamwork 93–107
equality 212–13
  pay 95
  equity 212
  pay 85
espoused values 73, 82
evaluation 6, 19, 20
  defining 19
  follow-up 20, 293
  triangulating in 40
exclusion (difficult members) 59
execution tasks 56
executive coordinator 242
expression
  assessing freedom of 203
  clarity of 118
  facial 116
  external leader 242
  external needs in Functional Leadership Theory 240
face, expressions 116
face-to-face meetings/communication 184, 260, 262, 263, 265–6, 267, 268, 270, 272, 273, 277, 278
  surveys via 35–6
facilitated brainstorming 147–50, 152–4
facilitators
  in directed brainstorming 149–50
  preparing 304–5
  training 145
familiarity in group genius 151
feedback
  matching tasks to 95–6
  multisource 83–5
female/male comparisons see gender
femininity vs masculinity 75
Fiedler’s contingency theory of leadership 237
Five Dysfunctions of a Team 289, 290
focus groups 25, 31–3, 40
  Sweet SF and Atteuq Potential Unlimited 88
follow-up evaluation 20, 293
followership in teams, improving 247–8
formal needs assessment 191
forming (in group development) 49
“4-D” model of Cooperrider 101–2
free riding 142, 208
freewheeling in brainstorming 141
Frontier Renewal’s Eric Williams 275–7
Functional Leadership Theory 240
functioning (group/team)
  assessment and evaluation see assessment; evaluation
  input-process-output (IPO) model 9–10, 143
  interventions to improve see interventions
  fundamental attribution errors 79, 272
gamesmanship 210

Harrington-Mackin's stepwise approach to an integrated problem-solving and decision making process 160

gender

diversity 75, 83

leader and 241–2

virtual teams and 184, 268

generation tasks 56

genius, group 150–2

Getting to Yes 219

globalization 295

goals 11

considering, in group genius 151

defining 63

incompatible 207

matching tasks to 95–6

prioritizing 191

setting 55, 57–9, 63, 64, 191–3

creativity improvement 145

GoTo meeting 277

great leader theory 235–7

Greater Rochester YMCA 65–7

green hat thinking 194

ground rules, setting 101, 214, 221, 306

role analysis 63

group (basic aspects)

certainty between 201–2, 212

certainty within see certainty

certainty see creativity

decision rules 168

definition and distinction from team 5–6

input-process-output (IPO) model of functioning 9–10, 143

interventions improving see interventions

performance see performance

polarization 163

size see members, number of

at work, types 8

see also team

Group Environment Questionnaire 179, 180

Groups that Work 288, 290

groupthink 3–4, 164–6, 187


groupware 272

guilt trips, encouraging 210

Hackman, Groups that Work 288, 290

Hackman & Walton Functional Leadership Theory 240

haptics 116

Hollenbeck's matching of structure to personality type 52–3

Hollonbeck's assessment of decision-making quality 158, 159

Hispanics, Conversity technique 88, 89

Holen's assessment of decision-making quality 158, 159

honest conversation in virtual team training 272

see also candor; trust; truth

ideas

in brainstorming, combining 141

in brainwriting, generation individual 148

silent group 148

in nominal group technique, listing 167

in problem-solving and decision-making, gathering/prioritizing/analyzing 161

identity


group 186

member 59–62

social 77–9

illusion

of correlations 79

of invulnerability 165

independent tasks, avoiding 207

individual(s) (persons)

accountability to the group, increasing 213

aspirations see aspiration

clothing and appearance 116

communication between, poor 117–18

compatibility between organizations and 51–3

conflict and differences between 209

creativity see creativity

tea generation (in brainstorming) 148

interviews 25, 29–31, 40

power (=positive power) 233, 234
individual(s) (persons) (cont’d)
virtual teams and technology and,
compatibility issues 268–9, 275–7
see also members
individualism vs collectivism 75
inferential statistics, surveys 36
influence 229–58
improving 248–52
social see social influence
see also authority; power
information
in assessment see data
gathering, in problem-solving and
decision-making 161
leadership and provision of 98
processing, biased 166
search, poor 166
sampling bias 163
sharing 7
in meetings 303
in problem-solving and decision-making
163
social, identification and
classification 77–9
wrong (misinformation) 208–9
ingratiation 210
ingroups and outgroups 79, 180
innovation 137–54
Innovation Pathways’ Chris
Comparetta 152–4
input (team), gathering 191
input-process-output (IPO) model of group
functioning 9–10, 143, 291
IPO categories of literature on how to
succeed 288–9
instrumental support 98
insulated groups 165
integrative approaches 294
conflict resolution 221
intellectual task 56
intensive interdependence 58
interdependencies (team workflow
patterns) 58
intergroup conflict 201–2, 212
internal leader 242
internal needs in Functional Leadership
Theory 240
internet see online
interpersonal communication, poor
117–18
interventions improving groups/
teams 12–13, 62–5
in cohesion and collaboration 190–4,
196–7
combining 294
in communication see communication
conflict 55, 191, 211–21, 223–4
creativity improvement 145–52
in culture and diversity 81–7, 89
environmental preparation 99–102, 105
examples
Barrow K of Baybridge
Consulting 196–7
Cania F of CANIAHR 223–4
Cepero FR and YMCA of Greater
Rochester 65–7
Comparetta C of Innovation
Pathways 153–4
Jolton JA at Kenexa 39
Mastrangelo PM of CLC-Genesee
297–8
Piotrowski S of strategic practices
McArdle Ramerman & Co 105
Silver’s workplace covenant 132–3
Sweet SF and Atteuq Potential
Unlimited 89
Whipple RT of Leadergrow 254–5
Williams E of Frontier Renewal 276–7
Zyra T of Klein Steel 173–4
by leader 240
in leadership and influence 248–55
in performance see performance
planning see planning
in problem-solving and decision-making
167–72, 173–4
in trust 126–30, 251–5
virtual teams/groups 271–4, 276–7
interviews (in assessment)
cultural assessment 82
focus group see focus groups
individual 25, 29–31, 40
problem assessment 173
intragroup conflict see conflict
invulnerability, illusion if 165
irrevocable commitments 210
isolates (follower category) 248
Index 347

Jolton, Jeffrey A, and Kenexa 37–9
judgmental task 56
justice in reducing conflict 217

Kayser on team meetings 99, 100, 301, 303, 304, 305
Kellerman's follower categories 248
Kenexa and Jeffrey J Jolton 37–9
kinesics 116
Kirkpatrick evaluation model 20–1
Klein Steel's Todd Zyra 172–4
Knippen & Greens steps to active listening 126–7
knowledge diversity and improving creativity 145

language, understanding 114
large-scale meetings 124
Larson & La Fasto's Teamwork 288, 290
lateness (tardiness), reduced 292
leader collaboration and 188
exchange between members and 51
Leadergrow's RT Whipple 253–5
leadership 229–58
assessment 231–2, 253–5
definition 230
gender and 241–2
improving 248–55
lack of impartiality 165
modern/present theories 239–41
past theories 235–9
supporting teamwork 97–8
virtual teams 271
Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) 237
leader-member exchange (LMX) 51
learning (organizational)
evaluating 21
improved 8
Least Preferred Coworker (LPC) Scale 67, 237
legitimate power 234
Lencia's Five Dysfunctions of a Team 289, 290
liking see attraction
Lipnack & Stamps seven-step model for improving virtual teams 271
listening 118
active 126–7
close, in group genius 151
poor 120–1
Loden's components of diversity 77, 78
Loughry, Ohland, & Moore measure of team member effectiveness 45–8
McArdle Ramerman & Co, strategic practices at 103–6
McGrath's typologies of group tasks 55–6
McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y manager 239
maintenance roles 60–1
majority rules 168, 204
Making Groups Effective 288, 290
male/female comparisons see gender
management functions of leaders 243–7
masculinity vs femininity 75
Mastrangelo PM of CLC-Genesee 295–8
MBTI (Myers–Briggs Type Indicator) 65, 67
mediation 219–21
virtual teams 273–4
medical model of interventions 13
meetings 360–6
attendance see attendance
face-to-face see face-to-face meetings
improving 360–6
large-scale 124
past, assessment 301–2
running 305–6
town hall (large-scale) 124
virtual see virtual teams
member(s)
attraction to others see attraction
being a, cohesion created by 190
difficult 59
effectiveness, assessing 46–9
identity 59–62
needs see needs
number of (group size)
cohesion related to 180
shared leadership and 245
too many 11
preference for ingroup vs outgroup members 79
preparing for meetings 305
member(s) (cont’d)
  respect for 186
  roles see roles
  social benefits, improved 292
  socialization 50–1
  wrong members 11
  membership, unstable 11
  memory, organizational, creating 145
men/women comparisons see gender
  messages (in communication) 113
  denotative and connotative 114–15
  meta-analysis 170
  cohesion and performance 181–3
  conflict 204
  methods in applied research 22, 25
  Milgram’s study of obedience to
    authority 233
  miscommunication 208–9
  misinformation 208–9
  misperceptions (pseudo-conflict) 209
  minimizing 213–14
  mixed-motive situations 206–7
  moderator, focus group 31, 32
  morality, sense of 165
  motivation 11
  multisource feedback 83–5
  multivoting 171–4
  Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
    65, 67
  NASA and Challenger space shuttle 3–4
  needs (member) 212
    assessment 66, 104, 105
    formal 191
    internal and external, in Functional
      Leadership Theory 240
    sensitivity to 231
  negative consequences and
    outcomes 165–6
  negative power 234
  negotiation 219–21
    in McGrath’s Task Typology 56
  Nichol’s ten bad habits 120–1, 122–3
  noise (in communication) 113
  nominal data in descriptive analyses 36
  nominal group technique (NGT) 145,
    167–9
  nonverbal communication 115–17
  virtual teams, loss 264
    compensating for 267
  norms 98–9
    setting (norming) 49, 99
    specific decision-making, lack 165
  numerical data in descriptive analyses 36
  obedience to authority, Milgram’s
    study 233
  objectives
    in applied research 22
    overall, incomplete survey 166
  observation 25, 26–8, 40
    extent of one’s involvement in 27, 28
    identifying who to observe 27
    of problem 173
  oculesics 116
  Ohio State studies and Leadership Behavior
    Description Questionnaire 237
  olfactics 116
  online (internet/web-based activities)
    surveys 36
  virtual teams see virtual teams
  open (unconstrained) communication
    network 119, 120
  open conversation in virtual team
    training 272
  opposition processes (in intragroup conflict
    scale) 203
  ordinal data in descriptive analyses 36
  organizations
    applied research see applied research
    citizenship 291–2
    commitment to, increased 292
    compatibility between people and 51–3
    development see development
    memory improvement 145
    teams in 7–8
  orientations towards time 74, 75
  Osborne’s brainstorming
    recommendations 141–2
  ostracism 59, 128, 165–66,
  outgroups and ingroups 79, 180
  outliers 23
  outlining a message 122
  outputs, understanding 291–2
  overload, role 61
overpopulation 205
overstimulation while listening 122

Parnes and Creative Studies Program 146–7
participation
equal, in group genius 151
by follower 248
by leader 238
observer in (participant observation) 27, 28
in shared leadership 244
with virtual groups, improved 267–8
voluntary 24

pay rates 95–6
perceiving incorrectly see misperceptions
performance (task and group) 55, 283–99
cohesion and 181–3
diversity and 185
communication apprehension affecting 121
conflict and 203–4
diversity intervention effects 83
in group development 49
increased/improved (and obtaining it) 8, 10, 283–99
high-performing teams 283–99
virtual teams 271–4
virtual teams 266–9
improving 271–4

personality
differences and cohesion 185
and conflict 209–10
and conflict, understanding and managing of differences 214–17
leadership and 240–1
person-organization fit 51–4
persons see individuals; members
Pfeiffer Book of Successful Team-Building Tools 217
Piotrowski S (at strategic practices at McArdle Ramerman & Co) 103–6
planning 98–9, 293
actions 191, 250, 251
contingency, lack 166
of structure 99, 100
team-building and 191
playground zone 147
polarization, group 163
pollution 205
pooled interdependence 58
population
data collection from whole vs sample of 23, 33
excessive (overpopulation) 205
positional power 234
positive power 233, 234
potential vs reality (group's) 283
power 229–58
misuse 234–5
see also authority; empowerment; influence
power distance (in societies), low vs high 75
prejudice 79, 86, 90, 241
preparedness, team member, knowledge of 46
prescriptive problem-solving 159–60
prisoner's dilemma 205–6
problem
assessment 139, 173
statement (in brainwriting) 148
problem-solving 8, 9, 139, 157–75
assessing 158–9, 173
collaborative 55
small group 159–62
process
conflict 204
gains 267, 283–86, 292
in literature on how to succeed 288, 289
losses 11, 15, 49, 59, 99, 126, 141–4, 147, 150, 155–6, 160, 188, 204, 208, 267, 283–6, 290, 292, 295
production blocking 142, 147, 267
productivity, potential vs actual 283
project stakeholders 24
proxemics 116
pseudo-conflict see misperceptions
psychometric properties of measurement tools in surveys 34–5
quantitative vs qualitative data 25
quantity vs quality in brainstorming 141

racial diversity 76–7, 83
Conversity technique and 80
reaction, evaluating 21
Index

reappraisal failure 166
receiver (in communication) 113
reciprocity 211–12
red hat thinking 194
relationship conflict 203
reliability (of measurement tools) 22–3
surveys 34, 34–5
research, applied organizational see applied research
resources, depleted/limited 205
improving cooperation with 211–12
respect for members 186
results, evaluating 21
reward (structures/systems) 11, 93
compensation systems 95–6
for contributions 186
matching tasks to reward 95–6
power and 234
win-lose 207
risky shift phenomenon 163
Robber’s Cave study 211–12
Robbins & Finley’s Why Teams Don’t Work 289, 290
roles of members 59–62
ambiguity 61, 289
analysis 62–3
conflict 61–2, 270
overload 61
sample vs whole population, data collection from 23, 33
Schein on culture 73, 81
Schneider’s ASA model 53–4
seating arrangements (in meetings) 304
self-appointed mindguards 166
self-censorship 166
self-concept
leadership and 248
reflecting a sense of 118
self-disclosure 118
self-esteem 79, 180, 292
self-fulfilling prophecy 80
self-managed/self-directed teams 246–7
empowerment in 251
selfish roles of team members 60–1
selling (in leadership) 238
semi-structured interviews 29–30
sender (in communication) 113
sense of morality 165
sensitivity group 201
sequential interdependence 58
Shannon & Weaver communication model 113–14
sharing
assumptions 74, 75, 82
emotions, conflict relating to 201
information see information leadership 243–7
shared information bias 163
shared mental models see tranactive memory 126, 152
Sherif’s study
Robber’s Cave 211–12
social influence 232
silent group idea generation 148
Silver’s workplace covenant 129–33
similarity-attraction 80, 184–5
situational leadership model 238
Six Sigma 152, 153, 289, 290
six thinking hats (de Bono’s) 193–4, 196–7
size (group) see members, number of
skill diversity and improving creativity 145
skin color, diversity 76–7
small groups
communication 111–36
brief background 113–17
common barriers 117–24
methods and interventions
improving 124–5, 126–30, 132–3
problem-solving and decision-making 159–62
SMART goals 57
social anxiety 121–2
social benefits for members, improved 292
social dilemmas 205–7
commons dilemma 206
prisoner’s dilemma 205–6
public goods dilemma 206
social exchange 245
social facilitation 232–33
social identity theory 77–9
social influence and facilitation 232–3
Triplet’s study 26, 232–3
social interaction 7
social loafing 207–8
   reducing 213
social power see power
social roles 60–1
social support 181
socialization, team member 50–1
society, cultural dimensions defining 74, 75
solving problems see problem-solving
space shuttle Challenger 3–4
speaker, criticizing the 122
speech, differential between speed of thought and 123
stakeholders, project 24
statistical analysis of survey data 36
   see also meta-analysis
status and shared leadership 245
Steiner's formula for group productivity 283, 284
stereotyping 79, 86, 90, 166
Stevens & Campion's competencies for teamwork 54
storming (in group development) 49, 99
strategic practices at McArdle Ramerman & Co 103–6
strategic vision in leadership 231
stressful situations 165
structure (teams/organizations) 96–7, 118–20
   planning 99, 100
structured agenda for meetings 302, 303
structured decision-making interventions 163, 165
structured interviews 29
structured problem-solving 171
successful team
   criteria/characteristics 6, 217
   literature summary on how to create 287–91
superordinate goals 81, 212
support, leadership 97–8
surveys 25, 33–8, 40
   team member effectiveness 46, 48
Sweet SF and Atteuq Potential Unlimited 87–9
synchronous environment, virtual teams 265, 265–6
Synergex 124–5
synergy 10–11, 283–99
   cohesion and 176
   collaboration and 188
   weak vs strong 285
T-group 201
table stakes 252
tactical team 8, 9
Tajfel & Turner's social identity theory 77–9
tardiness, reduced 292
task (team) 54–6
   analysis 64, 65
   characteristics, and improving
     creativity 144–5
     cohesion and 180–1
     tasks as barriers to cohesion 183–4
     tasks as predictors of cohesion 180–1
   collaboration and 187
competencies 54
conflict 202, 203–4
   virtual teams and 270
congruence 57
coordination 11, 55
independent, avoidance 207
matching to goals/feedback/rewards 95–6
performance see performance
virtual teams and (compatibility issues) 270
and media 261
and person and technology 268–9, 275–7
team(s) (basic aspects)
   assessment 6, 18–42
   blockages, identifying 286–7
   creativity see creativity
   definition and distinction from groups 5–6
design mentality 218–19
followership in, improving 247–8
functioning see functioning
goals see goals
identification in reduction of conflict 217
interventions improving see interventions
meetings see meetings
members see members
team(s) (basic aspects) (cont’d)
in organizations today 7–8
outputs, understanding 291–2
performance see performance
theories and concepts 45–69
types 8–9
workflow patterns 57–8
see also group
team-building 190–1
goal setting and 191–3
team–contingent competencies 54
Team Diagnostic Survey (TDS) 93–5, 178–9
team–member exchange 51
Team Metrics 286
TEAM model 50
Teams that Succeed 285
TeamSTEPPS communication assessment 112–13

teamwork
competencies for 54
effective, leadership as component of 230
emphasizing 186
environment for 93–107
virtual teams and 271
Teamwork 288, 290
technology and person and task in virtual
teams, compatibility issues 268–9, 275–7
teleconferencing 265
telecooperation skills 263
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